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Introduction 
Let (R, m) be a normal local domain of dimension n > 1. Suppose that R is 
analytically irreducible, i.e. that ii, the m-adic completion of R, is a domain. 
Given a valuation domain V birationally dominating R, what can be said about 
valuation domains W which extend V and birationally dominate Ai? In [l, Lemma 
131, Abhyankar shows that V has an extension W which birationally dominates k. 
Here we discuss the uniqueness of such an extension. For this, we will assume, in 
addition, that i is normal, i.e., that R is analytically normal and that R satisfies a 
property, defined below, which is weaker than excellence. 
Matsumura’s work on dimensions of formal fibers was a motivating influence 
for the questions we consider on extending valuations from R to ff. In [lo], 
Matsumura asks if the dimension of the generic formal fiber, i.e., the fiber over 0 
in the embedding R+ fi’, can be a positive integer other than 0, y1 - 2 or n - 1. 
Since extensions of rank 1 valuations to i which grow in rank produce nonzero 
primes in the generic formal fiber, we initiated a study of these extensions hoping 
to shed some light on Matsumura’s question.’ 
* Both authors were partially supported by grants from the National Science Foundation. The work 
was done while the second author held a Visiting Professorship for Women Award at Purdue 
University. She wishes to thank the Mathematics Department at Purdue for its hospitality. 
’ Recently, C. Rotthaus answered Matsumura’s question by constructing examples showing that the 
dimension of the generic formal fiber can be any integer k, 0 5 k G n - 1. 
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Previous results in the literature on the uniqueness of extensions seem to be 
Giihner’s statement [4] that if V is a prime divisor of the second kind which 
birationally dominates R, i.e., V is a DVR with residual transcendence degree 
over R equal to y1- 1, then V extends uniquely to a prime divisor of the second 
kind birationally dominating fi. Also in [15], Spivakovsky proves that if II = 2 and 
R is analytically normal with some finiteness condition, then every valuation 
domain birationally dominating R extends uniquely to a valuation domain bira- 
tionally dominating k. (Spivakovsky’s result includes a uniqueness result of 
Abhyankar in [l, Proposition 51.) In this paper we give generalizations of both 
these results and show that such extensions need not be unique in dimension 
y1> 2. We also show that if V does not extend uniquely to a valuation birationally 
dominating ff, then V has infinitely many extensions which birationally dominate 
i?. 
1. Preliminaries 
Before stating our results, we introduce some terminology and fix some 
notation. (R, m, k) will be an analytically normal local domain of dimension II > 1 
with quotient field K. We will assume that R satisfies (L,,) a condition (definition 
given below) that is weaker than excellence. For example, every 2-dimensional 
regular local ring satisfies our hypotheses, and there are known examples of 
2-dimensional regular local rings that are not excellent, cf. [9, p. 2601. 
If A is any quasilocal domain we will sometimes write mA for the maximal ideal 
of A. A quasilocal domain B containing A birationally dominates A, B b.d. A, for 
short, if B has the same quotient field as A and mB fl A = mA. Given a valuation 
Y with value group r and valuation domain V, then the rank of v (or V) is the 
(Krull) dimension of V, and the rational rank of v (or V) is the dimension over Q 
of the vector space r @z Q. The rational rank of V, rat.rk V, is always greater 
than or equal to the rank of V, rk V. The transcendence degree of the residue field 
of V over k will be denoted resdeg,V. If V birationally dominates R, the relation 
between these numbers is given in [2] and in [16, Appendix 21 and is as follows: 
(i) rat.rk V + resdeg,V 5 n ; 
(ii) if equality holds in (i), then r z Zrat.Ik ’ and the residue field of V is 
finitely generated over k; 
(iii) if rat.rk V= rk V and equality holds in (i), then rg Zrk ’ with lex- 
icographic ordering. 
It is a useful remark that if V satisfies either of the equalities (ii) or (iii), then 
so does any extension W of V to a valuation b.d. A. In fact, the corresponding 
numbers in the respective equalities for V and W must be equal. 
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To obtain results on uniqueness of extensions we need to put a finiteness 
condition on R. We could assume that R is excellent; instead we assume that R 
has precisely the property that we need, namely we assume that normal spots 
birationally dominating R are analytically normal. In the terminology of [6], R has 
property Lk for k=l,. . . , n, which we abbreviate as (L,,). Normal excellent 
local domains have this property as do all 2-dimensional analytically normal local 
domains (cf. [S]) and n-dimensional analytically normal local domains R with R/p 
Nagata for all height 2 primes p (cf. [13]). F rom now on then, unless explicitly 
stated otherwise, R is an analytically normal local domain satisfying (L,,). 
2. Statement of main results 
Given a valuation domain V birationally dominating R, our principal results are 
as follows: 
Theorem A. Zf rat.rk V + resdeg,V= n, then V has a unique extension birationally 
dominating I?. 
Theorem B. Zf rk V= 1 and rat.rk V + resdeg,V= n - 1, then V has a unique 
extension birationally dominating k. 
Theorem C. Zf W is a valuation domain birationally dominating fi such that every 
nonzero prime of W lies over either rii or a height 1 prime of i?, then W is the 
unique extension of V= W n K to a valuation domain b.d. k. 
It follows from our work that either V extends uniquely to a valuation b.d. fi or 
V has infinitely many such extensions (of at least two different ranks). Among our 
examples is that of a rank 2 valuation domain b.d. k[x, y, z](~,~,~) which does not 
extend uniquely to a valuation domain b.d. k[[x, y, z]]. 
The criterion for uniqueness of extensions which we use to prove our results 
arises in the following way. Since every valuation domain which extends V and 
b.d. fi contains l? gR V= @VI, the composite of i and V in the quotient field of 
A,, we consider a certain localization T of &VI. If P is any prime ideal in V with 
mV C P, then P(k G3.R V) = Pk[V] is a prime ideal. For 
In particular, m, extends to a maximal ideal in fi[V] and k[V] /m&V] z V/m,. 
Set T = k[V],,V~,,, . Now any extension of V to a valuation domain b.d. k 
dominates T, and, conversely, any valuation domain W b.d. T must satisfy 
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W f’ K = V, so is an extension of V. In particular, such extensions do exist. It 
follows that V extends uniquely to a valuation domain b.d. k precisely when T is 
a valuation domain. To uncover the structure of T, we view T as a directed union 
of blowups of certain ideals of Ai. Because this technique will be useful in the 
remainder of the paper, we digress and develop the idea in a more general 
context. 
3. Blowups of families of ideals along a valuation domain 
Let (A, m) be a normal, analytically unramified local domain, V a valuation 
domain b.d. A and 9 a set of ideals in A satisfying 
(*) I, J E 9 implies that here is a K E 9 such that K is integral over (ZJ)’ 
for some positive integer s. 
Let A’ denote the blowup of I in A along V. 
A’ = NaJa, da, . . . 9 G4?lv"A[a2,a, a,/a, , a,/a] 
where I= (a, u2,. . , a,) and N= uV. Partially order the set {A’ ( Z E 9} with 
respect to inclusion. Given Z, J in 9, A’ and AJ are contained in A(“)’ which is 
contained in AK so we can set D(9, V) equal to the direct union of the A’ for Z in 
9. It follows easily that D = D(9, V) can be characterized as the smallest 
quasilocal domain dominating A and dominated by V such that ID is principal for 
all I E JJ. If B is any normal local domain dominating A, denote by 9B the set of 
ideals { IB 1 I E 9 } . It is clear that 4B satisfies (*). 
Example 3.1. If 9 is the set of all ideals in A, then D(9, V) = V. Set _? equal to 
the set of all normal ideals in A. (Recall that an ideal Z is normal if it and all its 
powers are integrally closed.) Since A is analytically unramified, it follows from a 
result of Rees [12] that for any ideal I of A, the integral closure of some power of 
Z is a normal ideal. Therefore j satisfies (*) and D(9, V) = D(j, V). 
Example 3.2. We apply Example 3.1 to R and T = ff[V],,+,~~,. Since tensor 
product commutes with direct limit, 
where W is any extension of V to a valuation domain b.d. k. Since R satisfies 
(L,,), T is normal. For if Z E j, and N= uV, say, then R’ = R[ll~],~,~,~,,, is a 
normal spot over R, hence is analytically normal. But (R’ @‘R I;))mwncR~mRRj and R’ 
have isomorphic maximal ideal-adic completions so T is a direct union of normal 
local rings. 
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Example 3.3. If V has rank 1, then V= D(&, V) where .A is the set of m-primary 
ideals of A. This is worth noting in light of the fact that a rank 1 valuation domain 
V birationally dominating a 3-dimensional regular local ring need not be the union 
of the quadratic transforms along V, cf. [14]. 
Example 3.4. It is still true that V= D(Ju, V) if we assume that every nonzero 
prime of V contracts either to m or to a height 1 prime of A. If every nonzero 
prime of V contracts to m, then for any ideal I of A we have ZV f7 A = J is 
m-primary and ZV= JV. Thus A’ C AJ and ZAJ is principal, so V= D(&, V). If V 
has a prime Pv contracting to a height 1 prime p of A, then A, is a rank 1 discrete 
valuation domain birationally dominated by VP,, so A, = VP, and V C A,. It 
follows that every 0 E V has a representation f3 = b/c with b, c E A and cgp. 
Thus cV n A = J is m-primary and b/c E J/c, so 8 E D(.k, V). 
The next proposition examines the structure of D(9, V) for certain sets 4 in the 
case where A = R. So assume that V is a valuation domain b.d. R and that W is an 
extension of V to a valuation domain b.d. fi. Let 4 be the set of all ideals in R 
and let ~2 be the set of m primary ideals in R. We have 
i? C D(Juri, W) C T = fi[V],+(v, = D(& W) c W 
IU IU IU 
RCD(&,V) c D(9,V)=V 
Proposition 3.5. Let B = D(Ju, V) or 0(&k, W) or T and let N be the maximal 
ideal of B. Then 
(i) the N-primary ideals of B are linearly ordered with respect to inclusion; 
(ii) the intersection of the N-primary ideals of B is a prime ideal P of B, so BIP 
is a valuation domain; 
(iii) PB, = P and B contains every prime ideal Q of B such that Q g N; 
(iv) B is a valuation domain if and only if B, is. 
Proof. We give the proof for B = T. The proofs for B = D(Jll, V) and B = 
D(.&fi, W) are similar. 
(i) Let Z be an N-primary ideal of T. I fI Z? is &-primary and Z fl R = J is 
m-primary where Jk = Z fl k since the &primary ideals in Z? are all extended 
from R. To show that the N-primary ideals of T are linearly ordered it will suffice 
to show that the ideals of TIJT are linearly ordered. But TNT is a localization of 
a homomorphic image of the valuation domain V, for Z? @‘,V/J(k@, V) E 
kilJk @‘R 1/z R/J @‘R Vz VIJV. Therefore, the N-primary ideals of T are linearly 
ordered. 
(ii) and (iii) Since T b.d. fi, dim T 5 n so if Q is a prime ideal of T with Q C N, 
then there exists a prime ideal Q, in T with Q c Q i s N and dim T/Q, = 1. Since 
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T/Q, is l-dimensional quasilocal, Q, is the intersection of the N-primary ideals of 
T which contain Q,. But we claim that Q, is contained in every N-primary ideal I 
ofT.ForxEN\Q,,setJ,=Q,+(x).TheneitherZ~J,orJ,~Z.IfZ~J,forall 
x E N\Q,, then Z c Q, , a contradiction. Thus .Z, c Z for some x and Q, c I. It 
follows that Q, = P is the intersection of the N-primary ideals of T and that every 
prime ideal of T properly contained in N is contained in P. Hence if a E N\P, 
then PC+ aT. Therefore PT, = P. 
(iv) It remains to show that if T, is a valuation domain, then so is T. Let 
a, b E T. If a, b E T\P, then since the N-primary ideals of Tare linearly ordered, 
either alb or bla is in T. If aT, s bT,, then alb E PT, = P so alb E T. Since T, 
is a valuation domain, the remaining case to consider is when aT, = bT,. But 
then alb is a unit of T,, so alb = xly with x, y E T\P, a case already 
considered. 0 
4. Criteria for uniqueness of extensions 
Let V be a valuation domain b.d. R. By Example 3.2 and the comments at the 
end of Section 2, T = RIVlmvd,vl is a normal quasilocal domain with residue field 
isomorphic to that of V. 
Proposition 4.1. V has a unique extension to a valuation domain b.d. R if and only 
if T is a valuation domain. Otherwise V has infinitely many extensions which b.d. 
R. 
Proof. The valuation domains b.d. T are precisely the extensions of V to 
valuation domains b.d. Z?. For any extension of V to a valuation domain b.d. ff 
dominates T, and conversely, if W is a valuation domain b.d. T, then W fl K is a 
valuation domain b.d. V so must be equal to V. Since T is normal, T is the 
intersection of all valuation domains birationally dominating it. Since T is 
quasilocal, the approximation theorem for valuations, cf. [3, Chapter 6, 971 or 
[ll, (11. ll)] implies that either T is a valuation domain or there exist infinitely 
many valuation domains b.d. T. 0 
Remark 4.2. If R is assumed to be excellent, the normality of T follows from [5, 
IV, (7.4.6), (6.14.4)] or [7, (iv), (v), p. 8001. 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose V s V, are valuation domains which b. d. R. Then V has a 
unique extension b.d. R if and only if VI has a unique extension b.d. R. 
Proof. For if mV is not primary for the maximal ideal of V, then mT c P. 
TImTz VImV implies that p = P fl V is the prime of V just below m, and 
P = p T. By induction on rk V- rk VI we may assume V, = VP. If P, designates the 
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intersection of the N,-primary ideals of T, = RIV,]m,arv,l where N, is the maximal 
ideal of T,, then T, = T, and it follows from Proposition 3.5 that TIP is a 
valuation domain if and only if T, is. Thus, by Proposition 4.1, V extends 
uniquely if and only if V, does. 0 
The corollary implies that in the discussion of uniqueness of extensions, we may 
reduce to the case where mV is primary for m,. 
Theorem A follows almost immediately from Proposition 4.1. 
Theorem A. Let V be a valuation domain b.d. R. Assume that n = rat.rk V + 
resdeg,V. Then V extends uniquely to a valuation domain birationally dominating 
R. 
Proof. By [16, Theorem 10, VI, 951 to show that the normal quasilocal domain T 
is a valuation domain it suffices to show that if W is any valuation domain b.d. T, 
then resdeg,W= 0. We know that such a W extends V so W also satisfies 
n = rat.rk W + resdegRW and resdegR W = resdeg,V. Since resdegRW = 
resdegaT + resdeg,W and TIN g V/m, it follows that resdeg,W = 0. Cl 
Corollary 4.4 (Gohner [4]). Let V be a prime divisor of the second kind b.d. R. 
Then V extends uniquely to a prime divisor of the second kind birationally 
dominating R. 0 
Remark. Note that if follows from the proof of Theorem A that if V does not 
have a unique extension, i.e., if T is not a valuation domain, then V has 
extensions to valuation domains b.d. fi of at least two different ranks. 
To prove Theorem B we use Proposition 3.5 to show that T is a valuation 
domain. 
Theorem B. Let V be a rank 1 valuation domain b.d. R. If 
rat.rk V + resdeg,V= n - 1 , 
then V has a unique extension to a valuation domain b. d. R. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 it is enough to show that T, is a valuation domain. This 
is clear if P = 0, so we may assume P # 0. Set p = P fl R. Since p fl R = 0, and 
~C~~,VCti~,KwehaveEi,=T,.Thusitisenoughtoshowthathtp=l. 
Now TIP is a valuation domain dominating V and TIP birationally dominates 
R/p. Thus 
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n - 1 L dim Rip 2 rat.rk TIP + resdega,,TIP 
= rat.rk TIP + resdeg,V 
2 rat.rk V + resdeg,V= n - 1 . 
Therefore, ht p = 1 and T, is a valuation domain. 0 
Corollary 4.5 (Spivakovsky [15]). Assume that n = 2. Then every valuation do- 
main V birationally dominating R has a unique extension to a valuation domain 
birationally dominating R. 
Proof. If rk V= 2, then the statement follows from Theorem A; if rk V= 1, then 
the statement follows either from Theorem A or Theorem B. 0 
Later, in Example 5.1, we will give an example of a rank 2 valuation domain V 
b.d. R = k]x> Y, zlC,,Y,zj, with k a field, such that V does not have a unique 
extension to a valuation domain b.d. i?. First we look at certain valuations b.d. l?. 
Theorem C. Let W be a valuation domain b. d. R such that every nonzero prime of 
W lies over either m or a height 1 prime of R, then W is the unique extension of 
V = W 17 K to a valuation domain b. d. R. 
Proof. Let J! be the set of all m-primary ideals. Since V also satisfies the property 
that every nonzero prime contracts either to m or a height 1 prime of R, we have, 
by Example 3.4, that V= D(Ju, V) and W= 0(&R, W). Since T= 0(&R, W), 
W is unique by Proposition 4.1. 0 
5. Examples 
The first example is that of a rank 2 valuation domain birationally dominating a 
3-dimensional regular local ring R such that V has infinitely many extensions to 
valuations b.d. R. This shows that Theorem B does not hold for rank 2 V and that 
the condition rat.rk W + resdeg,W = n does not imply that W is the unique 
extension of W n K to a valuation b.d. A. 
Example 5.1. Let R = k[x, y, z]~,.,,,), with k a field, so i? = k[[x, y, z]]. Let 
f(x) E xk[[x]] such that x and f(x) are algebraically independent over k and let 
P = (y -f(x), z)R. Then P is a height 2 prime of fi, P fl R = ZR and R/P is a 
DVR, with valuation p, say, such that the image of x in R/P is a regular 
parameter. 
Let U be the DVR birationally dominating i?, given by the order evaluation on 
i’p. Then Ulm, = (R,lPR,)(Z) with Z transcendental over RJPR,. Let W be 
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the DVR with quotient field Ulm, which is the extension of k/P to Ulm, given 
by G(ajZ’) = inf,( p(a,)). By composition of valuations there exists a rank 2 
valuation domain W C U such that I;) C W and W has primes lying over P and r?z. 
Then V= W rl K has rank 52. But since V has primes lying over & n R = m and 
P fl R = tR in R, it follows that rk V= 2. 
Let Ju be the set of m-primary ideals of R. An argument similar to Example 3.4 
shows that D(Ju, V) = V. For let 13 E V, say 0 = a/b with a, b relatively prime 
elements in R. Since V has a prime lying over zR, V C RzR, so 8 E V implies that 
z does not divide b in R. Thus bV is primary for the maximal ideal of V, bV fl R is 
m-primary and a/b is in the blowup of bV fl R along V. Thus V= D(A, V) and 
T = D(Juk, W). 
We will show that T is not a valuation domain by showing that T = D(.Ak, W) 
is the union of the quadratic sequence of i? along W and that this sequence is 
contained in fi2,. 
Now the fact that W has primes lying over fi and P = ( y - f(x), z)k implies 
that the blowup R, of r?r along W is 
R, is a 3-dimensional regular local ring with m, = (x, (y -f(x))lx, zlx)R,. R, C 
W and W has primes lying over m, and P, = (( y - f(x)) lx, zIx)R, so the blowup 
R, of m, along W is 
Note also that R,, = ki,. As we iterate this quadratic sequence along W, we see 
that R, = Uy=, Ri’C I;),, a 2-dimensional regular local ring. To show that R, = 
0(&k, W) it is sufficient to check that IR, is principal for every &-primary ideal 
Z in i?. Now R, is quasilocal with maximal ideal xR, and J = n I=, x”R, = Pi,. 
So if I is h-primary IR, = x’R, for some i. (Since (R,)J = kp, RIP = R,IJ C l$‘, 
It follows that i is the value of the image of I in the DVR k/P.) Thus R, = D and 
T is not a valuation domain. 
Remarks. (1) V and W have the same value group, namely Z@Z with lex- 
icographic order. For dim i? = rk W + resdeg,W implies that W has value group 
Z @Z with lexicographic order. To see that V has the same value group denote by 
w, v, respectively, valuations with domains W, V, respectively. By construction, 
W(X) = V(X) = (0,l) and w(z) = v(z) = (1, y) for some y E Z. Let ((Y, /3) E Z@Z 
with (Y 2 0 so ((Y, p) E w(W). Then z~x’-~’ E K and w(z~x’-~“) = ~(z~.?~“) = 
(ff, P). 
(2) In the construction, W can be taken to be the composite of U with I?’ where 
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U is any rank 1 valuation domain b.d. ii, and W is any extension of RIP to 
Ulm,. In this more general setting, remark (1) may not apply. 
(3) We are interested in the connection between the dimension of the generic 
formal fiber and uniqueness of extensions. If in Example 5.1 we take R = 
Wzll[x, Yl(x,y,z)T the same construction can be carried out, showing that the 
dimension of the generic formal fiber equal to 1 does not imply uniqueness of 
extensions. If the dimension of the generic formal fiber is greater than 1, 
valuations with nonunique extensions can also (more easily) be constructed. 
Proposition 5.2. Zf the generic formal fiber of R is of dimension greater than one, 
then there exist valuation domains b.d. R that do not uniquely extend to R. If there 
exists a prime ideal P of R with ht P > 1 and P n R = (0), then there exists a 
normal quasilocal domain S b.d. R such that S is not a valuation domain, but 
S f7 K = V is a valuation domain. Therefore, V has more than one extension to R. 
Proof. Let cp : kp- RJPR’, = F be the canonical homomorphism. Then RIP has 
field of fractions F, and there exists a valuation domain U b.d. R/P. Let 
S = cp-‘(U). Then PRp is an ideal in S, and SC Ri,. Since ht P?2, S is not a 
valuation domain. If x E S\PR,, then x is a unit in fi,. Thus for each y E PR,, 
y/x E PRr so y E xS. It follows that S is a quasilocal domain b.d. fi. Moroever, S 
is integrally closed. For S C Rr and R, is integrally closed. If x E fi’p is integral 
over S, then p(x) is integral over p(S) = U. Since U is a valuation domain, 
q(x) E U. Therefore, x E cp-‘(U) = S. Since PRp fl K = (0), we have S fl K = 
U fl K = V. a valuation domain since U is a valuation domain. 0 
There is one case not covered by Remark (3) and Proposition 5.2. This leads to 
the 
Question. Does the dimension of the generic formal fiber equal to zero imply 
uniqueness of extensions? 
Because all the rings B in Proposition 3.5 have similar ring structures, the 
possibility arises that every quasilocal domain S which contains D and is biration- 
ally dominated by W has a unique submaximal ideal P with properties as in 
Proposition 3.5. The following example shows that this is not the case. First we 
show that in certain situations D(Ju, V) is independent of V. 
Proposition 5.3. Let (A, m) be a normal local domain and let V, and V, be 
valuation domains b.d. A. Let Di denote the directed union of the blowups of 
m-primary ideals of A along V,. Suppose that p is a prime ideal of A such that Alp 
is a DVR and that pV, fl A = p for i = 1,2. Then D, = D,. 
Proof. If q is m-primary, then qV, = aiV where a, E m\p. Consequently, 
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A[qla,] C A, and Di CA,. In fact, we know that the intersection of the 
rnDl-primary ideals in Di is a prime ideal Pi such that Pi n A = p and PiDip = Pi. 
It follows that A, = Dip and P, = PA,. Hence P, = Pz. Also Alp c D;lP, C 
A,lpA,. Since Alp is a bVR, Alp = D,lP, and so D, = D,. q 
Example 5.4. Let R = k[x, y, z]~~,~,~~ and p = ( y, z). Let V be a valuation domain 
b.d. R such that pV fl R = p and let D be the directed union of the blowups of all 
m-primary ideals along V. By Proposition 5.3, D is independent of V (provided 
that V b.d. R and pV fl R = p). Now D C R, and, with X denoting the image of x 
mod p, k[i],,, = R/p = D/PC R,/pR, = k(i). Consequently, D = k[xlc,, + pR,. 
Let U = k(x, ylz)[z](,). Then U= k(x, y/z)+ m, 3 R, and, if we set S= 
ktx, YW~x.,,z~ + mu7 it follows that D C S. Let V be any valuation domain b.d. S. 
Then V is contained in U, so V has the property that pV f’ R = p. Thus we have 
D C S C V with V b.d. S, and S is a normal quasilocal domain with a unique 
prime ideal, m, of height one and infinitely many prime ideals of height two. 
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